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Various Improvements on the Ferry

I can think of several better ways
to get to Staten Island.

 The Staten Island Fairy,
a magic fairy, who would either
fly up to you on the pier
and hit you with her wand
and then you’d be in Staten Island
or she could grow suddenly
very large, and you climb
onto her back between her wings or
into a basket hung around her waist
and flies you over the water.

 The Staten Island Ferris Wheel,
you get on,
in Manhattan,
and ride up,
around and
over, and get off
on Staten Island.

 Or a cannon
 or a trampoline
 or a submarine
 or a giant swing.
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Decline anD Fall
it seems they were all cheated of some marvelous experience
which is not going to go wasted on me which why I’m telling you about it

Frank O’Hara
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The last freak in New York City: an interview

He is sitting, drinking coffee, dressed
like a vampire from
a beautiful future with his
head painted
 totally silver
and his boot heels worn to a
sharp angle and in case 
I didn’t mention it, or didn’t
emphasize it enough
he is beautiful
 and I tell him so
and he says he knows and
demands to be interviewed.

The Poem: I just bought this book.
 It’s very large. Tell me what it says so 
 I don’t have to waste time
 reading it and can have 
 more time to paint my head silver.

The Freak: That’s a biography of Frank O’Hara
 and it says he never read the
 biography of any poet and his
 head was silver.

The Poem: Is that painful?
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The Freak: No, it’s painless when you
 never read the biography
 of any poet. 

The Poem: No, I mean painting
 your head silver.

The Freak: You don’t paint it, you
 take the skin off and the 
 silver is underneath.

The Poem: Is that painful?

The Freak: No, but only slightly, though
 not as much as living in New
 York City.

The Poem: What are the advantages?

The Freak: It’s the capital of the world and
 not responsible for how
 boring the world has become
 since Frank O’Hara died, which was
 Ronald Reagan’s fault, and then you
 don’t have to wonder why no one
 loves you.

The Poem: Does no one love the silver-headed?

The Freak: No one loves the victims of
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 Ronald Reagan, who murdered Frank
 O’Hara and knew a vegetable
 when he saw one. Obviously everyone 
 loves the silver-headed, and this turns them
 instantly into a Jane Austen novel. Our love,
 it cannot be, and still I am the star 
 of every diary. They directly address the reader
 as they narrate me.

The Poem: Directly address the reader.

The Freak: Reader: peel the skin off your head.
 Use a razorblade and become a cult object,
 like Frank O’Hara. Get murdered by
 Ronald Reagan, alias The Beach 
 Buggy Assassin. If you don’t then your
 mother will die from hating you. Grow up then
 come downtown and behave like a child. 
 Become as corrupt as is humanly possible.
 Smoke nicotine.
 Only in this way can New York 
 City be redeemed.

The Poem: How do you maintain your silver?

The Freak: Constant vigilance. I’m going to 
 go back to my coffee now.
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Roman Democracy

some architect with
 magnificent eyebrows
I mean really big ones
 agile
would have loved the discourse
on Roman quicksand

its exactly 
the same as modern quicksand!

 but I did not

so I threw the speaker
into the quicksand
 
 and shouted:

tell me
before you sink
does that feel Roman?

there was no response

there is never any response
from people like that 
people like Caesar
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 et tu Brute?

thinking only
of himself
and not of what a great moment
that was for democracy
 Roman democracy
so badly in need of
all the great moments it can get
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Why I am an hour late

It was all
desperate
clutching
 coffee
 cigarette as usual,
which cleared up
as usual
once a got a little 
caffeine
 nicotine
 and a few poems in me.

Get dressed.
Shave and teethbrush. Wake Laura up.
Get her moving,
upstream against the
lastnight champagne current,
and then get down to the
 serious business:

What book to take
on the subway
trip so long that
yesterday
I read Howl and Sleeping
With Women and four
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other poems on my way home?

Pull down the Library
of America Twentieth
Century Poetry,
two volumes.
Flip through it looking for
Gregory Corso.

He’s not in it.
And neither is anybody else
I feel like reading.
No Ginsburg.
No Koch, no Ron Padgett,
etc. etc.

But there are a
bunch of musicians
a half dozen
blues and folk singers
but somehow
 no Bob Dylan.

I start to get the impression
that the Library of America
considers the twentieth century
to have ended in 1950,
and Laura’s up, getting
dressed so I say, What a
bullshit anthology.
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 She says, What
 do you mean?
I say, There’s no
this or that poet.
 She says, Yeah,
 but it’s
 twentieth century.
I say, I know
that’s what’s
so stupid.
 She says, No
 it’s twentieth
 century.
I say, Are you saying
that 1961
or 1974
or 1998
was not a year
in the twentieth
century?
She says, All of those
 people are post-
 modern, and that’s not a
 postmodern anthology.
And I start to freak out.

I ramble on about:
postmodernism happened
in the twentieth century
and she’s shouting over me,
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laughing: Go to work!
and I’m: Yeah but at least
if that anthology
was a can of creamed corn
they’d have to label it
truthfully, there’s a law.

Go to work!

So I take the Norton
Postmodern
and go, annoyed, and read
Corso and Kenneth Koch,
Ginsburg and Bill Berkson,
and Personism: A Manifesto,
and even a few lines
of Barrett Watten until he makes me 
start to want to puke
and they are all twentieth
century poets and I
am not.
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Roman Architecture

The skyscrapers of Rome were
a wonder to the ancient world, 
 as their ruins are
 a wonder
 to us today. 

People would come
from everywhere, 
 from places like
where the Hittites lived, 
 which was a long trip 
 with only jet planes 
 to take you places,
just to look at them,
their heads tossed way back. 

The Empire
State Building, 
 constructed to commemorate
 the conquest of Gaul, 
was very popular, though locals, aesthetes,
 and the cognoscenti
were said to prefer the building
a little further north
that resembled a stylish chariot. 
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Cicero of course
spoke out against this, called it 
mere innovation and ended by saying: 
 Whatever was good enough 
 for Fiorello Henry La Guardia 
 is good enough for me,
 and it ought to be
 good enough for all of you
 if you’re really Romans.

And it seemed like old Cicero
was really going to carry the day,
appealing to everyone’s 
patriotic shame like that, 
but then
 Frank O’Hara
rose and began to harangue the Senate
in that eloquent Latin of his,
and by the end of it
there was Cicero,
sitting all by himself,
a scene made so familiar by
Cesare Maccari, who just happened
to be painting the Senate that day.
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Why I am an hour late

I remember staying up late reading I
Remember after Laura guessed her
Christmas present was The
Nancy Book, and thinking it was
funny, we were having
what amounted to a Joe
Brainard Christmas (Santa Claus in
green and yellow, Christmas
is a Thursday), then
trying to go to bed, but

constant noise of misbehavior in the living room,
total inability to find my spot,
and the cold,
lying there, not asleep but
not awake either. Head hollow and
hearing things but also slightly
dreaming. Getting up to have a
cigarette then back to bed again,
and all of it repeating until
alarm clock from far away.

Slap box with the mute button for
two hours. Laura trying to
get me up but I cannot I
simply cannot and then finally doing it
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and having time: if I leave right
now, if I run, I can still make it and 
saying fuck it. Sat down and
took my time, had breakfast, had 
coffee, shaved and spent an hour
smoking cigarettes, reading I Remember.
Then called the office when I was 
goddamn good and ready
and pretended I’d only just now
woken up. I was running
I was hurrying and I was
sorry but I am not. 
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Late Empire Domestic Security

In the aftermath of the Vandal attack
 Rome became a city
of turnstiles and professionally
suspicious centurions,
always scrutinizing
 the crowds around the Forum,
searching citizens,
carrying exceptionally
large spears
to intimidate the criminal-minded.

Letters of the period 
have come down to us,
revealing, in the average citizen,
an intense nostalgia.

“Dear Gaius Vincentus,
 Yesterday we went,
Lucius and Julius and I, 
down to the Circus
Maximus. And we were there
standing behind the
cordon of soldiers, 
listening to the criers on
top of the walls describe
what was happening inside,
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 and I couldn’t help but remember
the last time you and I
went there to see that swish
little naval battle they put on,
with all the ships and the whole thing
 like the ultimate triumph
of gingerbread down there 
in our own private lake. And it seemed so
awful, suddenly, without you and without
anybody in there at all,
just some horrid little man screeching
‘The lion has eaten another Christian’ and then
cheers as half-hearted
 as I am with you
off dancing for Hadrian in Tivoli.
  xxx,
  Frank O’Hara”
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[ecline anFa2ll]
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Water Street

Sick Tuesday in the city that made
the monumental banal, all
and sundry haul
handfuls of guts, spilling
bile on the sidewalk.

I guess they’re slicing 
bellies open in the subway,
again. 
 Clever men are
selling stitches on
every corner.

Five dollars.

I am saving money
licking blood up
on my lunch break. I am
ninety-nine years old
and have seen everything.

This doesn’t shock me.

I am ninety-nine 
        feet tall and
peering into windows, watching
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people try to put their 
guts back together,
five dollar stitch needles
clenched between
their teeth.
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There are 7 numbered kingdoms

In the kingdom of King 7 they are eating OATMEAL, constantly, constantly. The water 
does ever boil and the oats do ever pour from cylinders of cardboard over the bubbling 
cauldrons and thicken to be spooned into just empty bowls and dashed with milk. A 
little sugar. A little cinnamon. It never stops. The dayeaters lie down just as the night-
eaters arise. Just as the wrists of the potstirrers reach a deep fatigue the large wooden 
spoons are taken from their weary hands by well-rested potstirrers who have recently 
risen and had their first bowl of oats and are ready now to stir. Bushel after bushel 
of oats are drawn in from the fields which flower in the distance with yet more oats, 
growing faster than they can be cut, cut faster than they can be cooked, cooked faster 
than they can be eaten. All day. Every day. Always and forever and they have never 
heard the word “export,” nor would it interest them.

In the kingdom of King 6 there is only schoolbus architecture. Bridges are four school-
buses piled on either bank of the great river, with cantilevered schoolbuses arching 
over the foamy waterflow. Castles are countless schoolbuses stacked and stuck to-
gether, a form both eye-pleasing and eminently defensive. Utterly impenetrable. All 
villages are made of houses made from half a schoolbus, and next door the other half, 
and next door another half. Sundays the whole village gathers beneath a towering 
schoolbus steeple, to beseech their great yellow god for more thoroughly integrated 
constructo-transportation.

In the kingdom of King 5, what? They cannot hear you? What? What’s that you say? 
Speak up? They are hard of hearing? They are hearing only hard things like rocks 
which fall on other rocks or very long mathematical statements? Excuse me? I didn’t 
quite catch that? I’m sorry, who?
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In the kingdom of King 4 there is only Girlette, who is sweet and nine years old and 
plays alone all day with hula-hoop in a large field with no daisies in it. Girlette hums 
songs but doesn’t know that it is songs she hums and spins the hoop around. Waist. 
Ankle. Wrist. Neck. Waist again. Girlette at play in the fields of the King who watches 
from his Upside-down Castle using an ingenious system of mirrors, and claps and 
makes a note of it whenever Girlette begins to weep.

In the kingdom of King 3 there is constant foment, ever-threatening revolution, regi-
cide does hang in space above the kingdom and has led to drastic measures. Everyone 
has been ordered to dress as the King. The King then goes among them and no one 
is sure who he is, but they are fervent, this is revolution, and so everyone just kills 
anyone and then they all stop and wait to see, has the kingdom collapsed? Is there 
universal peace and brotherhood? Do the taxes feel lower? How’s that freedom treat-
ing you? And when they don’t notice any difference they pick another King to kill while 
the King does move among them always, always.

In the kingdom of King 2 it is really the kingdom of King 1, and King 1 is so very clever 
that he has never existed ever, and so can never die and will always reign forever over 
both kingdoms.
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The Adventures of Nepotesticle Poet/Painterson in MotherFathertown

BRIGHT SUN!

 Nepotesticle awakes.  YAWN!

STRETCH! Nepotesticle rises, dresses,
  puts on shoes and puts his
  Parentportrait Tiara on.

GOOD MORNING MOTHERFATHERTOWN!

Nepotesticle has the whole day to himself,
 he doesn’t have a job,
 obvs!
 What’s the point of being a
 Poet/Painterson if you can’t
 just culture it up all day,
 he heads down to his private art hole!

WHAT A GREAT DAY FOR AN ART HOLE!

Nepotesticle spends the morning straightening
 his friend’s paintings
 which adorn his art hole.

Painting #1: “I heard about hungry once” by W. C. Nected, oil on canvas, $1500
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Painting #2: “Got me an MFA in Talent” by Padre Damelotodo, cum on wax, $1200 

Painting #3: “Portrait of a Blurb by the Poet’s Father” by D. Addysboy, graphite on 
 balloon, $1000

(I could go on like this all day, and probably will.)

All the art is straight now, hanging properly
prominently displaying price tags
as is only proper, and Nepotesticle sighs,

  SIGH!

And heads off for a walk
through the neighborhood his parents left him
in their will, which stretches from Water Street in the South
to the Harlem River.

Along the way he meets several of his many friends,
  (Nepotestical has many friends.
  The whole world consists of
  friends and then people he
  doesn’t know.)

TRANSCRIPT OF A MEETING BETWEEN NEPOTESTICAL AND SUSIE POETDAUGHTER

Hey Susie, how’s it going?

Hey Nepotestical, hasn’t daddy made a lovely day?
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Oh yes, lovely, so lovely, and aren’t we so lucky to be the children of famous poets, 
and therefore the only ones really qualified to understand or talk or write about it?

 We are lucky!

And this bullshit just goes on
all day long
all over Motherfathertown
until the night
when all the little Famekiddies
kneel beside their bunkbeds
and pray:

Our Father
who art in tenure
hallowed be thy name
thy connections come
so I will become
on earth what you are
in bourgsie heaven.

Amen.
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so yeah I was all 
sister I’m sick
where’s the medicine
and she gave me directions
and said she’d pray for me
which I’m sure she did
but it doesn’t seem 
to have taken effect

yeah I saw him

motherfucker
stole my rent money
and left me
this Ferlinghetti

hey
you ever read
William Blake?

you should man
I think you’d really
probably dig
a lot of poetry 
if you read it 

listen 500
is an awful lot
of anything
as far as I’m concerned

I got me a place its
not really a place its
just a little nook over the stairs its
cool though its
got room for a bed its
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got a little bookshelf thing its
really a spice rack I think but its
okay cause I only got a few books
you know what I’m saying though
where else can you go
and live this easy
I mean its like such comfort
and I was up in Seattle
true
and down in Frisco
yes
I was in big bad Los Angeles
you know what I’m saying
with the gangbangers all the time
banging gangs and shit
I was in New York 
you know
like everybody else 
pretending to be cooler than I was
when all I really wanted
was just to eat out Debbie Harry
just one little time 
and she would’ve liked it too
but she wouldn’t talk to me
and I went to New Orleans
but I don’t speak French
like and neither do they
but still it was language barrier
some kind of barrier
and I thought about Miami

my face 
oh 
I fell off a skateboard 

well   

hey write this name down
Arthur
just like Arthur
right 
like the king
R-I-M-
B-A-wait 
hey mister listen 
you wanna buy a poem 

I got these 
finished poems 
suitable for framing 
or if you want then 
give me a topic 
and come back in like half an hour 
unless you want a sonnet
then maybe give me an hour 
and then we can work out 
some kind of price  
how’s five dollars sound

a dollar 
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never hurts to ask

uh huh

uh huh

right

right so if you could just
reach out to Susan
and you guys can partner
on this so that
going forward we have
some kind of idea
of what kind of signage
we’re going to need
that’d be great

thanks

fuck you man
just fuck you

same problem
and Chicago
same problem 
so I came here 
cause it’s the best place in the world
to trade dope with AIDS patients
and this guy at the video store
lets me rent for free

now you tell me is that luck 
or is that luck  

boy luck is it ever 

another couple of inches

but that was a crazy time

no he was crazy 
it was all his fault 
there was no reason to advance 
and he ordered an advance 
for no reason 
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but what do you expect
dumb son of a bitch used to
shoot at airplanes with his sidearm 
he’d get bombs dropped all over us
every time
but he did it anyway    
   

no it’s the noises they make
they can’t censor the noises they make
because they can’t hear them

blackberry brandy

did you hear about the other night

everyone went out dancing 
and someone called Ben 
a Baal worshipper
on the dance floor
an incredible scandal

what who

oh he was a god
a Mesopotamian god
maybe not Mesopotamian
some kind of god
but like a low rent one
who only losers worship

I don’t know

mostly they just hissed and spat
as usual

yeah I just got back from down the shore
yeah I go about every weekend
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and people were posing kung fu
and then the next song came on

no nothing came of it

apparently everyone
wound up at the same party later

I’d give anything for a notable scuffle
but it’s hard when the bars close so early

Larry you lying bastard
no he didn’t either 

what are you talking about

I’m telling you he didn’t 

that’s a goddamn lie

no no

no

couldn’t have

impossible

they got a bus takes you right to the 
casino
ride there 
a lunch voucher
twenty in chips
I play a few slots
and go walk the boardwalk
have lunch outside 
one pocket for gambling money
the other for lunch and fare home 
and when the gambling pocket is empty 
its empty   
my wife and I 
we’re divorced 
my ex-wife 
she remarried 
and I call the guy my husband-in-law 
he’s a great guy 
sometimes he goes with me   
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Larry that’s a goddamned lie 
and I know it is and you know it is 
because no opera singer 
no great Italian tenor like that  
of Caruso’s caliber  
as a musician and a human being 
would or could ever 
ever
let an Irishman like your brother
close enough to him 
to paint anything 
let alone a portrait
wouldn’t even let him
paint his house Larry
and you know it
but that part 
Larry
that aria
Gott! Welch dunkel hier
God! It’s dark in here
do you remember that

well I should think
one grants a certain amount of license
to a late member of Parliament

well I should hope so 
in whatever case 

no no it was nothing like that 
I just came home and
there he was

rather just there
I should say
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oh I was up to there
cause his mother had
some sort of job interview
or so she said
don’t rightly know
what kind of job interview it is
gets started around 9 of an evening
and lasts all hours of the morning
but that’s what she told me

well as I saw it
I had just come home
while he was likely
to be at the mid-point
of a terribly long journey
so I asked him
if he’d fancy a scotch

I should say so
with considerable relish
not to the point
of vulgarity you understand
but enthusiastic 
appreciation 
and he was quiet

no 
no questions 

well I rather got the impression 
that he was where 
he’d been able to get to 
rather than on some  
quest or something  
to reach my parlor 
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well I know
I’m not just gonna

you know

like

stop

its like if

if you have a dog

right

and that dog
is the type of dog where
it’ll let you beat it
or it’ll fight you

well

I’m the type of person
who’s the type of dog
who’s gonna fight you
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The Door

1.
first memory a car
large and long and green
moves alongside a lake
I say to my parents that once
there was a whale in that lake
with an island on its back and one day
the whale dove down to look for
whatever whales eat
fish I suppose and the island
was flooded and all the people
drowned and my mother says no
see there those houses
and those trees and those cars
that’s the island
but my mother was wrong
it was a peninsula

2.
hated them hate them will always hate them
I remember a green one a yellow
another green a purple a black
a white a gray
a brown
a sky blue a dark blue
another black another black another blue
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the fucked up thing is there were more
I’ll never be able to remember
all the cars

3.
little white house surrounded by grass
little white boy
also surrounded by grass
I’d have cereal and science
fiction films for breakfast
until whatever time in the afternoon
my parents woke up

4.
go outside and play right now
go now

I got my book and I went

5.
in the garage next to the car
in shorts and no shirt
with a soda beside
his shoeless feet
fiercely skinning
a squirrel
the biggest knife in the world

6.
my father gave an infamous pirate’s name
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to his dog who would wait for the signal
with a hot dog
balanced on his nose
the dog would wait and wait and wait
and my father would laugh

I had a dog too
he could talk and solve a mystery

7.
the whiteness
when I touched the house
it would stain
my hands

the neighbor kids told me
that black people were black
because they ate their own shit

we didn’t know a single black person

I assume someone’s
swastika-tattooed uncle
was the source

8.
a record player
taught me how
to read
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Bio

Name of Author is a desperately insecure person with an MFA in creative writing from 
the University Which Rejected You, who has received or has validation forthcoming 
from such publications as My Friend’s Journal, My Teacher’s Friend’s Review, and 
Friend of a Friend Quarterly, as well as a grants and awards from the Foundation for 
Official Culture and the Cover Letter Appreciation Society, among others.
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4 a.m. is fucking picnic time

for CA Conrad

I’m in Biarritz with Grace Kelly’s granddaughter
sledding down a hill of lavender,
when I realize her name’s not
Catalan for daisy, it’s Latin for dreaming, 
but fuck semantics, the sledding is incredible. 

I say, 
You know, Somnia, some days 
I feel like I invented everything.
Buildings where I left them.
Sun tracing an arc I 
traced on graph paper. 
Small details to delight the observant, 
like this menagerie of mangled cats
sleeping under the lavender.
And I just want to say You’re welcome 
to fucking everybody. But other days 
I’m sure all of this was built to kill me.

She smiles. She pulls a scroll of paper
from her hair, unrolls it, reads,
in a voice stiff with the twin fortunes 
of Philadelphia and Monaco:
Dear Brandon,
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Once you got back problems,
you’ve got back problems, and that
hot ache in your joints is
never going away, 
Love, 
Connecticut
P.S. Wake up and stay awake 
until you need to be awake, then sleep.

So I’m awake, as always.
Coffee explodes across my
dear dirty kitchen, my
two plastic yellow chairs,
my ashtray, my radio
conveys the oath
made by a local merchant:
I will remain celibate until
I am the nation’s number one
used car dealer.

I’m awake
when normal American humans
walk their plastic hair to the corner bar.

I’m awake, 
when the local gangsters 
 (who aren’t gangsters, just
 dumb boys with vague
 gangster aspirations who
 tend to trip over
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their own feet 
 while throwing gang signs)
stand outside and hold
their nightly debate
on the subject: Resolved:
We Must Be Better Gangsters.

When the normal American humans
come back, drunk,
and the local gangsters heckle them, 
I’m awake, 
and reconciled to the gangsters
for the time being.

I don’t think I’ll pretend 
to know things I don’t anymore. 
I’d like to go out but 
we’re not allowed
in the parks at night
in New York, so
I spread a blanket on the floor 
and free the ant farm.
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Drag me across the asphalt like a dot dot dot

for Frank Sherlock

I pounded nails into the board
and painted people on the nails.
The people on the nails were 
me and you and Robert Desnos.

When playing with
a dangerous element,
pay attention. This 
is a lot of words 
that don’t belong together.

Orange cone.
Orange cone.
Orange cone.
It’s so encouraging
that the slogans will be 
passionately proclaimed 
as they are drained 
of substantive content,
the better to express our
incredibly powerful feelings 
about not having feelings.

Dear Rational Wealth Maximizers,
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all we know how to do 
is weep and pay our loans back. 
When we can’t pay them back 
we get beaten, and we 
can never pay them back, 
so we take poison.

Dear Poison Eaters,
we get booed everywhere.
It’s great.
That means people care.
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Poem to kill the bastard who put “optimism” on my Metrocard

for Renato Gómez

Thank you all 
for answering these 
 invitations I never sent.

Please don’t ask
 “What’s he
 hooting about?”
He’s an owl.

There are only
eight cigarette butts
in this ashtray,
 but 
I’ve been throwing them
in the yard all day,
 feeding 
uncut trees
into the bonfire,
a foot at a time,
 and no, 
“afflicted” 
isn’t really the word for it,
when you return, 
 again and again,
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to the form
of the many insects,

when you turn and 
turn that
flower painting
until it looks right, or
revert to ancestral
forms of talk, 

like calling across the yard
or sending telegrams
over constant
machine noise.

To break the boredom, scribble
Marginalia in the Atlas of Mythical Places

 “Moth scientists
 have it easy.
 Turn a light on.”

Here come
unlabelled mountains
for the staring,
the sun passes

north to south
above the corn.
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Water, tea, an
electric iron, in
 Sodom, CT
 Gomorrah, CT
 or Medusa, NY.

First Home,
then Home Improvement.

Aesthetic considerations
lead fluidly to
Adult Contemporary
and the realization
that so much depends,
just like when the Challenger blew up.

Day regulated by 
endurance. Things stop
when you can’t stand them.

You say:
 I can’t stand it!
and it stops.
Whatever “it” is.

When you can’t stand day,
day stops.
When you can’t stand night,
you sleep,
you eat
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toasted bread and jam
with one hand, watch
feathers grow
with the other.

 Silence so dense you hear
 music in it. 
No great masterpieces, just
scraps of song
from the last movie you saw,
bending bugs and
crickets around the melody.

Four-inch thick layers of 
 bigraphical dust
on the porch,
and someone laughing out there
in the hay field,
sure there’s
no one around for miles.
And there probably isn’t.

Read military strategy
to ignore the weather,
rather than the 
other way around,
for once.
Baby’s first word was “gutpile.”
Write right to left and let’s
put a bed
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in the living room
and be done with it.

We’ve already
abandoned clothes 
as mere ceremony.

I’ll eat paper until
the fibers
come out of your eyes.

Saturday.
Saturday
is never happening.
Saturday is
avant-garde 
 like a regionalist, 
 utopian-Marxist 
 prose writer 
 from California
talking in little set pieces,
petite talking points
for parties.

Words like
 “well”
and
 “after.”

A system meant to
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cast a logic shadow
over the enterprise.

Sunday is a barrier.
You move across it.

 With the rebate 
 on spent shell casings 
 it’s a shooter’s market
and other gambling lingo.
It costs inordinately
to maintain one’s self
in “the know.”

We take a long time
to debate the sensitivity 
of “gypsy apple,” with
bird and
bug sounds in 
the radio hole,
Saturday evening
having fallen.

 It’s so nice
 how clean it is
 with the clear cut
 accomplished.

Route back mapped
to be traveled
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by only bicycle.

You eat
another apple, and
I know who you are but
do you know who I am?

I’m big in Bucharest.
We all have somewhere.
We have all afternoon,
a place
to hang upside down
with spiders,
debate the scrape 
and watch the sun shift
before the moths come.

 I think it’s 
 really cool how 
 uncool we are 
 (and vice versa), how
escaltor decorum is violated
between the third and 
second floor by
spilled drinks and
skirt peek scandals, 
pandemonioum, 

tourists
standing on the left,
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just fucking standing there,
while we 
fight the strange urge 
to leap into other 
people’s photographs.

All of this eventually culminates in 
a variety of practical strategies 
for personal advancement and
flashes of dystopia, like: 
 people
 approaching people
 on the street,
 saying:

Hey,
I hear you really
extended yourself
to make the project
more successful.
Nice going.

And someone else saying:
Well, I don’t know why it has to be distopia just because people are polite 
 to one another.
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That giant stone eagle seems to be shitting on us

for Bela Shayevich

It’s amazing that right then 
a car went by, playing, 
if not your favorite record,
at least one you used to own, 
and there’s a constant 
stream of posters
in recognition of that fact, 
but not a single grown up anywhere 
so that’s why I’m smiling. 

No one’s rubbed their career on me 
in more than twelve hours. 
Alice didn’t order me to be made, 
though I did ask her to, 
but she declined, 
gracelessly, as is her way.

Hey, 
can I unplug you?
All of you?
Do I have to yank each
individual plug, 
or is there some 
powerstrip somewhere? 
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Sign on a lawn: 
Sorry I’m so long. 
I’m going to seed.

You know what:
Old Ukranian women
 forever,
Crass t-shirts
 forever,
bees and flowers
 forever.
Forever wading 
way out 
on wide avenues
looking for a bus,
small bodies against
big traffic.
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essays
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essay on metropolis nature

a city is so ridiculous who
gives a shit
algebra algebra and the baked
potato king
jagged brick algebra
the cost of living
the color hemlock
the coming collapse
the coming inability to add and subtract
all the empathy that caroms at
harsh angles
off the traffic
in the lamplight
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essay on the joys of burning money

antique future herons 
doves and cranes are flying
only birds
belong in the penthouse
children please you
spoil the party
we need a troupe of elderly butlers
swaddled in mute comprehension
a more orderly procession
bound to obscure ceremony
governing abdicated princes 
how they scramble after crown fragments
drag themselves to battlements
siege and 
are besieged
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no one in the whole world can get their tongue straight

house full of
 insects
 dying
ladybugs hornets flies

huddled against windows
drinking cold sun

time passed 
in the study
of epic failures
fallen republics
 
 marxism
 fascism
 france and rome

books migrate
through “the home”
Melville in the bedroom
Olson on the stairs
spanish novels and 
Wallis Budge
stacked on the sofa

Solzhenitsyn
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general theme of
gullibility and aggression
general inability to sit still

grace to have 
an old man’s
library like a fruit tree
and a fruit tree

large predators
pass casually
ambling about the day
stop to yawn and
sun themselves
move on in search of prey

smothered in minor arcana
I rarely hear the bullets
rarely feel the kickback
of the rifle
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essay on the televisual paradox

when people lose weight they go
beep beep beep
and some people cheer 
and other fatter people hate them

if you experience
an erection
lasting more than
four hours
immediately take two
bathtubs to the beach
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Blank Eve Stewart Blank

pathetically we
amble on
through december
drugged by the body of the lake

  weather report
  it rains because
  everyone
  has an ugly heart
  
  freeze on 
  contact with 
  the frozen

the new american poetry
is old
spine cracked glue dry
pages peeling out
brittle
stop reading poems

 what’s the problem

  not the going out
  the coming home
  from dim districts
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  no more
  ten o’clock momentum
  sometime after four
  purgatorial waiting
  the train
  suspended between stations
  all appeals for patience
  all explanations
  lost in static
  feeling like for my sins I live
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essay on the history of music

Stravinsky

I’m a caveman
I’m a
goddamn
caveman

Beethoven

let’s fill this up with
something to get the 
demonstration jumping
god fuck I’m too       
self-conscious to write a poem      
at this rate it’ll all devolve      
to self-expression
and people will say “con
fessionalism” and twist their noses
to show revulsion          
for the stock allergy
year of our lord 2008
what are you and
what are you really thinking 
about stocks in economy and pro
fessional war
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I am not sure I’m anybody and
I am thinking about that
pretty much all the time
and getting ready to go
deaf so I can write my greatest music

Mozart

if the emperor doesn’t want
 any comedy in his opera
then fuck him
cause I’ve got
birdman
bird cage on his back
a bird catcher
  meets birdgirl
  of like aspect and
  occupation
and they spend two acts
wondering if they’re right for each other

Bach

abacus I had
so many children
listen  
this calculation
 square root
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of the area
 of my own body 
listen to
square root of 
my body 
the bass strings
my intestines keep it
 quiet
 that Italian
never speak of him

Vivaldi

artificial water 
intimidated midget
stone faces
allegorically
representing
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two thousand zero zero

I remember millennial
paranoia
if no one else does

how at twelve ten a m
after
we’d sung 1999
and everyone
had kissed everyone
once the skinny
dipping began
I walked
the gravel road
cars parked
in the dark
on every side
to my friend’s toyota
and turned the radio on
to hear
the world burn

nothing

and I was so
disappointed
to know that
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everything
would go on
being so
contemporary
and awful
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essay on the island of manhattan

what clogs the sink is
   cat vomit

spoiled cereal milk sipped
in preference to water

someone will have to clean this
   consequence
of kitty’s taste
for luxury
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truck
truck nyc


